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Houston Classical Charter School Set to Open August 2020 in Southwest Houston  
 
HOUSTON, TEX., March XX, 2020 -- Houston Classical Charter School, an           
independently-operated free public school, will open on August 10, 2020 in Southwest Houston             
near the communities of Mission Bend and Alief. Houston Classical will educate kindergarten             
through eighth-grade scholars through rigorous academics, character development, and a          
structured learning environment.  
 
Led by experienced charter school founder Deyvis Salazar, Houston Classical will offer a             
classical approach, focusing on literacy and core values. Houston Classical will provide a robust              
classical curriculum that is structured around the classical education concepts of grammar,            
logic, and command of language. The Classical Model has proven to be effective in schools               
across the country and throughout history. This model is used predominantly in private schools              
where tuition is required, however, at Houston Classical tuition is free.  
 
Salazar has over 10 years of experience in primary and secondary education. In addition to               
being a middle school English and History teacher, Salazar co-founded a successful charter             
school in New York City, The Neighborhood Charter School of Harlem. The school is ranked the                
number one independent charter school in the state of New York in both English Language Arts                
and Mathematics. He was the founding Director of Special Education, who was responsible for              
establishing the special education programs, services, the ASD Program (specialized inclusion           
program for scholars on the autistic spectrum), and leading professional development on            
curriculum and instruction. Salazar is an advocate for scholars, their development, and their             
success in life.  
 
“Our school’s focus on providing high-quality education is one of our core values,” said founder, 
Deyvis Salazar. “We will accomplish our educational goals through daily language, the books 
we read, and how our instructors model our CORE Values. The explicit ways of teaching 
character will be a unique aspect of our school to ensure we are building holistic adults who 
have a deep sense of commitment to their fellow man and society.” 
 
Houston Classical is located at 6403 Addicks Clodine Rd, Houston Texas 77083. The school is               
currently accepting enrollment for Kindergarten and First grade (ages 5-7 years old), for the              
2020-21 school year. There is no fee to enroll, and like all charter schools, if enrollment is over                  
capacity, students will be chosen by a blind lottery. The first year, Houston Classical will accept                
up to 75 students for kindergarten and up to 75 students for first grade. Each year, the school                  
will add a grade, and ultimately offer kindergarten through 8th grade. To learn more, please visit                
www.HoustonClassical.org.  
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